


'Riots' in the Jungle: collective refusal and resistance in Calais 
By members of Calais Migrant Solidarity 

 

'As the night continued, the intensity of the tear gas increased. The wind spread the 
cloud of caustic vapour around the entire west side of the camp. This was a clear 
message from the police, if you protest we will punish all of you.'
(Calais Migrant Solidarity, 2015a) 

We have chosen to share here, as a small group of friends, some critical reflections on 

the events in Calais which the police and media have spoken about as ‘riots’.1 We mainly write 

about things that happened between the summer of 2015 and the autumn of 2016, but we have 

witnessed events in this city, and the struggles of those who seek to move freely within and 

beyond it, over many years. We have seen lots of things change, particularly the spaces in 

which people live, as jungle camps big and small, and all manner of squats, have come and 

gone.2 We have seen many things that never change: the endless cycles of evictions and 

systematic destruction of people’s living spaces, the brutality of the police, and the short-

sighted and cynical ‘solutions’ of politicians (Fassin, 2005; Reinisch, 2015; Rigby & 

Schlembach, 2013; Rygiel, 2011). Frankly, many of the stories from this city are not ours to tell

(Malkki, 1996). Nevertheless, we aim here to share some of those which we have directly 

experienced, as well as our analysis of them, to offer alternative perspectives to their portrayal 

in mainstream media and to share some of the lessons we have learnt.

As friends, we organised our time together and shared space in the Jungle, but we were 

not there to try to reach the UK. If we did choose to travel to Britain, our journeys were 

relatively unhindered. As members of Calais Migrant Solidarity (CMS) we came together as a 

group of autonomous individuals who organise and speak in solidarity with freedom of 

movement struggles in Calais, and we are part of a larger no borders network that includes 

other groups in places like Ventimiglia, Belgrade, Glasgow, Greece, Morocco, Germany, and 

Belgium. CMS, since its creation in 2009 following the no borders camp3 in Calais, has been 

committed to freedom of movement struggles and the abolition of the border regime 

throughout Europe. We have participated in direct action alongside irregular travellers in Calais

1 By riots we are not talking about 'fights' that took place within the Jungle amongst its residents, or between 
different groups trying to cross the border. Although the phrase “riots in Calais” may evoke an image of these 
intramural 'fights', these are not the events that we discuss here as ‘riots’. 

2 A jungle, from the Pashto / Dari / Farsi word dzhangal for forest, is an informal camp. Often built from found 
material and usually constructed on areas of wasteland, since the closure of the Red Cross centre in Sangatte, 
what are known as jungles have been the only form of temporary shelter for people on the move in Calais. 
Apart from these jungles, there have also been a plethora of different squatted houses. For more information on
the history of squats and informal spaces in Calais, please see Calais Migrant Solidarity, 'Trapped on the 
Border: A Brief History of Solidarity Squatting Practices', (2015b).

3 “Who are we” section, https://calaismigrantsolidarity.wordpress.com/
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and we organise according to the principle of 'solidarity not charity'.4 Among other things, one 

of the main activities for CMS has been to document and record the actions of the police in 

Calais. CMS takes testimonies, compiles dossiers on police conduct, and publishes the material

gathered on social media and other web platforms.5 We have also organised festivals, squatted 

buildings, participated in protests, built friendships, distributed clothes, skipped food and 

provided information on asylum law. We have stood alongside people to resist evictions and 

witnessed the growing violence of the border. 

We choose to speak here specifically about the ‘riots’ not only because they mark an 

important period of refusal of the enforced segregation of Jungle residents, but because they are

so often mis-characterised and misunderstood (Ibrahim, 2011). In our view, when people from 

the Calais camps 'riot' it is a moment of revolt and refusal opposed to the violence of the 

border, whether that is fighting the cops and pushing them out of the Jungle or going, as a large

group, to tear down the border’s fences and disrupt traffic on the highway. It is a collective 

direct action, not to mention a brave decision, to no longer wait for the ‘solutions’ to come from

politicians and to take one's destiny into one's own hands. However, the term ‘riot’ is often used

to exclude certain actions from the realm of politics, to denigrate and dismiss them while 

legitimising state violence against the rioters. This has disproportionately been the way actions 

of communities of colour have been labelled in order to ignore their demands and perpetuate 

their exclusion. It is not our intention in this chapter to try to reclaim the 'riot', and then 

incorporate the actions of Calais's illegalised border crossers into its positive conception. We 

desire, rather, to consider how people come together collectively, subverting division and 

hierarchy in these moments which others may term 'riots'. The riot is both an example of the 

horizontality of the collective as well as an example of the continual violence, both epistemic 

and structural, against Black and Brown bodies.

This chapter is made up of three sections. The first provides a brief overview of the 

history of the border regime and freedom of movement struggles in Calais. Here we highlight 

the trend of increasing border ‘security’6 to prevent people from moving, the violence that this 

4 Another example of the 'solidarity not charity' model is the Common Ground Collective, who organised in 
New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. For insight into this form of solidarity organising and for more 
information on the work of the Common Ground Collective see scott crow's Black Flags and Windmills: Hope,
Anarchy, and the Common Ground Collective (2014). 

5 More information on Calais Migrant Solidarity can be accessed through multiple online platforms: 
https://calaismigrantsolidarity.wordpress.com, https://twitter.com/calaisolidarity, and 
https://youtube.com/user/calaisolidarity

6 It must be noted that what is termed security from the point of view of the state or companies—operating at the
Eurotunnel and ferry terminals—equates to a form of necropolitics (Mbembe, 2003). Traversing these 
‘securitized’, or rather increasingly violent, spaces in order to complete their journeys' means a greater 
exposure to injury and death for those on the move.
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entails, and the resistance to it. In the second part, we look at some of the tactics of resistance 

to the border regime, drawing comparisons with other struggles, particularly struggles for 

Black liberation within the United States. We want to put what is happening in Calais into 

conversation with global Black liberation struggles, paying particular attention to how the 

resistance of these movements is often de-legitimised. In the third and final part, we reflect on 

our time witnessing 'riots' in the Calais Jungle, and other conflicts between its residents and the 

police. The purpose of these reflections is to share our experiences, both positive and negative, 

as well as some of the dilemmas we faced whilst forging relationships as co-conspirators, 

allies, accomplices, comrades, and friends with the community of people involved in the 

struggle for free movement in Calais. 

A brief note on terminology: part of our aim in this chapter is to explore a politics of 

refusal, and this starts with our use of language. Where possible we have chosen to avoid using 

jargon, unless we feel it has radical potential. We also refuse to reproduce the distinctions made

in mainstream narratives between a 'deserving refugee' and a 'greedy economic migrant'. 

Instead we use terms such as ‘Jungle residents’, or ‘people on the move’, to bypass state-

produced distinctions about people who cross borders without permission. Finally, we refuse to

reduce anyone's lived experiences to a juridical category that legitimises their own, or others', 

exclusion, and consciously avoid using the terms 'migrant', 'refugee', 'illegal immigrant', and 

'asylum seeker'. These terms and the divisive logic they perpetuate are fundamentally 

alienating, and a threat to solidarity not only within groups of people on the move but also 

between those supporting those movements.

The border in Calais

The French port city of Calais has become a key location in a global archipelago of 

border controls, a bottleneck for those forced to move clandestinely from continental Europe to

Britain. In the 1990s, after the wars in the Balkans, people fleeing conflict arrived in Calais 

seeking safety and a new life in Britain. In 1999, a Red Cross refugee centre was opened in the 

neighbouring town of Sangatte, a little further along the coast from Calais. In 2002, at the 

request of the British government, the centre in Sangatte was evicted because it was perceived 

to have had a 'magnet effect', which attracted 'illegal immigrants' (Casciani, 2003; Fassin, 

2006). The British government thus equated the minimum standard of care provided by the Red

Cross for those trying to cross the border with a 'pull factor' that threatened national security.

After the closure of the Sangatte centre in 2003, as a way of establishing juxtaposed 
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immigration controls on cross-channel routes, the British and French governments signed the 

Treaty of Le Touquet. This was the final agreement necessary for the externalisation of the UK 

border and full transferral of UK border controls into French sovereign territory. In fact, 2003 

was a significant year for another reason; it marked the beginning of the current policy and 

associated practices that characterise the border regime in Calais. The state strategy consists of 

a two-pronged attack; simultaneously increasing security personnel and infrastructure, whilst 

also embarking on a program of continual police harassment and violence towards people on 

the move in Calais (Davies et al, 2017; Human Rights Watch, 2015 & 2107; Millner, 2011 & 

2013). It is important to stress that this harassment, which is well-documented, is a relentless 

'zero-tolerance' policy designed to make life as hard as possible for people on the move in 

Calais. 

Though the situation in Calais may have changed over the years, this pattern of 

intimidation, increased security and violence has been conspicuous since the closure of the 

Sangatte centre and the signing of the Le Touquet agreement. For example, 2009 saw the 

destruction of a jungle camp in which approximately 2,000 people were living, while at the 

same time the British government made a fifteen million pound investment in technology used 

to search vehicles passing through the port (Hall, 2009). Then, in 2014, the British government 

gave fifteen million Euros to the French government to provide more funding for border 

controls and border policing in Calais, whilst squats were evicted and jungle camps destroyed 

(Khomami, 2014).7 Despite the growing police presence and the increased difficulty of crossing

the border, people from conflict zones all over the world continued to arrive in Calais in an 

attempt to reach Britain.  

In response to an increasing number of people arriving and living in autonomous squats 

in the centre of Calais, between January and June 2015 the state embarked on a series of 

evictions and a steady process of ghettoisation (CMS, 2015c). Intent on protecting the 

highways leading to the port and Eurotunnel, the state evicted and destroyed many of the 

autonomous camps and squats near these access points, including the Tioxide jungle, Leader 

Price camp, and the squat known as 'Fort Galloo'.8 During this time, on the outskirts of Calais, 

7 These evictions, in part, were met with organised resistance (CMS, 2014a). 
8 The Tioxide jungle was an informal camp, which formed in May 2014, after a series of jungles in Calais center

were evicted. Occupying wasteland near a chemicals factory on the outskirts of Calais, the camp was evicted in
March 2015. For more information on the Tioxide jungle see Natasha King's No Borders: politics of 
immigration control and resistance (2016). The Leader Price camp was a majority Sudanese jungle behind a 
local supermarket next to the approach road for the Eurotunnel terminal. The Leader Price jungle was finally 
evicted in May 2015, and all the trees in the area, which provided shelter, were felled. 'Fort Galloo' was an 
abandoned metal reclamation facility, squatted by a mixed group of people, and at one point the old factory 
provided shelter for 1,000 people. The Galloo squat was permanently closed in May 2015, for more 
information see Calais Migrant Solidarity 'Trapped on the Border: A Brief History of Solidarity Squatting 
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the Jules Ferry centre was established to rehouse women and children, who had formerly been 

living in a city centre squat on Rue Victor Hugo (CMS, 2015b, 2015d & 2015e; King, 2016). 

These women and children were the first people to be forced to move to the Jules Ferry centre, 

and then other people evicted from squats and camps in the rest of the city were told they 

would be tolerated only if they made their new homes in the wasteland surrounding the new 

centre.9 What was to become the 'new' Jungle (until its eviction in October 2016) was 

established in an area between the Jules Ferry centre and the highway to the port, consolidating

the majority of people on the move in Calais and north-eastern France into this one area. 

Importantly, these evictions and relocations did not take place without resistance. Those living 

in the unsanctioned squats had been harassed and threatened over many months, and had 

refused to leave. When the police did come to remove them, not everyone went willingly and 

many also simply moved to other autonomous camps rather than to the state-tolerated ‘Jungle’.

In June 2015, almost immediately after this process of ghettoisation had been 

completed, attempts by people on the move to disrupt the infrastructure of the border increased.

As the summer of that year came to an end, a wave of almost daily protests and 

demonstrations, led by people from the Jungle, occupied the streets of Calais. There had been 

many protests, occupations, and demonstrations in Calais before, including the Syrian 

occupation of the port in October 2013 (CMS, 2013), and the occupation of the Salaam food 

distribution centre in May 2014 (CMS, 2014b), but this period of mobilisation marked a 

concerted effort by the people of the Jungle to express their discontent. People would often 

march from the Jungle to the town hall to stage sit-ins and rallies (Agier, 2016, p.11). During 

these mobilisations the chants most often heard were “No Jungle!” and “No Border!”. Though 

these protests were not called 'riots', it is important to include them as an example of avenues of

resistance that were pursued. In response, the local government fenced off the town hall's car 

park which was being used as a protest site and the police began preventing large groups of 

people from leaving the Jungle, reducing the possibility for self-organised demonstrations in 

the city. In addition, the natural environment and geography of the land around Calais was 

physically altered, with military strategy in mind. Trees were felled and many square 

kilometres of the area around the Eurotunnel train terminal was flooded to prevent people 

moving through it undetected (Gutteridge, 2016).   At the start of 2016 the UK government 

provide another twenty million Euros, funding the construction of higher fences and increased 

fortification around Calais (CMS, 2016a; Lichfield, 2016). Despite all this, people continued to

Practices' (2015b). 
9 This also included women and minors who could not be accommodated in the Jules Ferry centre because of 

space limitations, it only had 100 beds (Shackle, 2015).
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cross the channel to the UK. Yet as the state mobilised more resources and the journey became 

more difficult, the areas around the ferry port and Eurotunnel became sites of conflict with the 

police. 

As the Jungle grew and its residents were progressively expressing their anger publicly, 

police militarisation in Calais increased. Armoured personnel carriers were deployed (Nord 

Littoral, 2016), drones and helicopters patrolled from above, and an extensive network of 

infrared cameras was installed, directing police and security forces to people walking across 

woods, fields and parking lots (Webb, 2016). At this time, close to two thousand riot police 

were stationed in Calais to enforce the territorial segregation of the estimated five to six 

thousand residents of the Jungle. In addition, the strategy of eviction, fortification and 

harassment continued. In January 2016, a 'buffer-zone' was created by clearing an area; 

basically flattening people's homes and anything that stood between the highway and the main 

camp, giving the police a much stronger territorial advantage (CMS, 2016b). In March 2016, 

the south zone of the Jungle was evicted, destroying most people’s homes, autonomous 

infrastructure and shared space that had been built up over the previous eleven months (CMS, 

2016c). In October 2016, the construction of a wall around the port began, designed to fence 

off the highway from the outside world. Fortifying the Calais border has always meant profit 

for some and suffering for others, and the 'Great Wall of Calais' or 'The Wall of Shame', as it 

became known, was no exception (CMS, 2016a). All of these obstacles had a very human cost. 

As the amount of security and fencing grew around the train terminal and port so did the 

number of people getting injured or killed.   Between January 2015 and October 2016 an 

estimated thirty-seven people died while trying to get to the UK. To put that figure into context,

more people have died as a result of restrictions on movement in Calais since 2015 than as a 

result of attempting to cross the Berlin Wall in the 1980s. After the construction of the wall 

around the highway commenced, the remaining north zone of the Jungle was also evicted, 

bringing the informal camp to an end.10 The result of the eviction was the same as previous 

ones; the people who resided in the Jungle have now been scattered across France, but the 

desire to cross the border is still alive for many and so they are also returning to Calais. For the 

authorities, the 'migrant problem' has again been dispersed, rather than solved. 

The time between summer 2015, when the Jungle was established, and autumn 2016, 

when the Jungle was evicted, was an eighteen-month period when the escalation of 

mobilisations of struggle and the acts of reactionary state violence that followed, were totally 

10 However, some women and children remained in the day centre for some weeks, before being dispersed across
France too.
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unprecedented. The state's strict border policy remained the same but its enforcement 

intensified. As a result, the response from those trying to cross the border demonstrated a new-

found collective desire to challenge the status quo in a multitude of ways. We focus our 

attention on specific examples of collective dissent during this period; what the state and the 

media describe as 'riots' (Allen, 2016a & 2016b; Gentleman, 2016). Yet our purpose is not to 

fetishise the riot, nor to discount it outright or to moralise about its perceived negative effects. 

It is rather to reflect on the specific period when 'rioting' became a recurrent event in Calais. 

About the 'riots'

In recent years, as a result of increases in ‘security’ at overnight truck parking areas, 

people began to rely on traffic jams on the highway leading to the port or Eurotunnel as a way 

to access and hide in trucks travelling to the UK. The highway leading to the port ran along the 

west side of the Jungle, so this tactic became even more important after the Jungle was 

established. Any time there was a traffic jam this brought people onto the highway, and in turn 

the police, who attacked those people and tried to force them into the surrounding scrubland. 

Many times these conflicts on the highway spilled over into the Jungle, as people were pushed 

back into the camp. The people forced off the road would often gather at the main entrance of 

the Jungle, and the situation would then escalate as the police fired tear gas, rubber bullets, stun

grenades and water cannons at the crowds. Sometimes the people being gassed and shot at 

retaliated by throwing stones at the lines of riot police facing them. Often at night, a strip of 

land between the camp and highway became a 'no man's land'; a physical divide between two 

opposing forces. Generally, what was labelled 'rioting' erupted in this way. The 'riots' happened 

mostly at night but also during the day. Sometimes they lasted a few minutes and at other 

times, hours. 

At these moments of intense conflict, many people would flee from the area, but others

—people who were living in the spaces coming under attack, or people like us, who wanted to 

support the resistance to these attacks—would congregate and join those involved. What 

brought us out into these spaces of resistance was a desire to be in solidarity with Jungle 

residents fighting for freedom of movement and against segregation. But it was also a matter of

practical self-defense because we were also in the spaces coming under attack by the police. 

Often, at the sight of a cloud of tear gas or the sound of people shouting, we would walk over 

to the areas that were being attacked, sometimes joining the crowd that had gathered, other 

times hanging back with cameras to document the police violence.
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These attacks by the police were largely indiscriminate, and targeted—as much as they 

were targeted at all—at anyone crowding together in the 'streets' of the Jungle close to its 

entrance. When the police attacked, the entire crowd was under fire. When the tear gas became 

too much, people would flee, and when there was a chance, people would move towards the 

police. As people in the Jungle with access to extra resources, we came to these conflicts 

equipped with basic medical supplies, especially to relieve the effects of tear gas. Whether this 

was an antacid mixed with water for spraying onto peoples' faces, or the ubiquitous Jungle 

cigarettes, looseys whose smoke was used to counter the effects of the gas, we offered what 

support we could. In the gaps between attacks, people would often stand around together 

discussing and analysing the situation. During these moments there was a lot of discussion and 

intermingling between people of different nationalities and communities.11 There was also a 

sense of respect. Many people living in the Jungle had once lived under authoritarian regimes 

and fought in civil wars. It was clear to us that most of the people around us had a lot more 

experience with conflict than we did. In these times, when everyone came under attack, there 

were spontaneous interactions as well. Friendships were formed, mutual support was given and

received, and the sense of togetherness was palpable.

Originally, the tactic of rushing onto the highway when there was traffic congestion on 

the approach to the port developed by chance, as people took advantage of the more or less 

weekly traffic jams that provided access to the trucks for those wanting to cross. As these 

traffic jams gave people a real opportunity to stowaway in trucks and enter the UK, eventually 

Jungle residents decided to create them artificially, through blockades, for anyone who wanted 

to take their chance. However, some smuggling groups also began to organise blockades and 

disturbances, so as to create the conditions for their own clients to cross the border. In this way 

they controlled who was given the chance to try and cross the border. These groups also worked

together. First, one smuggling group would create a distraction, while another would help their 

clients to access the trucks, and then these smuggling groups would reverse roles next time.

While we fully supported the first blockades and 'riots' around the highway, with time 

we began to understand that other dynamics were forming in later occupations of the highway, 

and it became much more complicated. Generally, we support the idea of direct action to resist 

border controls, yet we do not agree with people taking advantage of others. Once these 

blockades against the border were orchestrated for profit by smugglers, at the expense of 

others, we could not support them. As a result of smuggling groups adopting this method, 

11 Michael Staudenmaier in his 2015 piece 'Brave Motherfuckers: Reflections on Past Struggles to Abolish White
Supremacy' talks about the conversations and conflicts which took place within groups of people rebelling 
against Michael Brown's killing in Ferguson.
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people who were trying to cross the border independently and had not paid smugglers could not

access the traffic jams for fear of being attacked, by smuggling groups as well as the police. 

This is why these actions lost any support they originally had from us. Of course, the nature of 

these actions did not progress in a linear fashion from being autonomous and uncontrolled to 

only being enacted by smuggling groups, but there was a dynamic to some of these actions that 

we were very opposed to.

Contextualising the 'riots'

From March 2015 to October 2016, the time when the Jungle next to the Jules Ferry centre 

existed, people continually challenged the restrictions placed upon them by the border regime, 

despite all the heavy security. When they did so, they were acting and following in a long 

tradition of people fighting against oppressive systems of racial apartheid (Gibson, 2011; 

Lentin, 2004; Woods, 2004). Such resistance takes place on many fronts—such as the public 

demonstrations and petitions of liberal support groups—but also necessarily in the collective 

direct action of those most affected by the border regime. In cutting down fences, or setting up 

barricades on the highway, the people participating in collective action were part of a 

multifaceted struggle for dignity that extends far beyond Calais, and even beyond the struggle 

for freedom of movement.

There are striking parallels between the forms of collective action in Calais and some of

the recent insurrectionary moments that have burst through the social peace in the United States

(Clegg, 2016). Indeed, it is vital to put the freedom of movement struggle taking place in 

Europe, and exemplified in Calais, into conversation with global Black liberation and 

decolonisation (Alexander, 2010; Wacquant, 2002). Facing the criminalisation of entire 

communities and the devaluation of the lives which make them up (Diken, 2004; Mbembe, 

2003), in Calais the cry 'Black Lives Matter!' is just as pertinent as it is in Sanford, FL, 

Ferguson, MO, or Oakland, CA. Beyond that, the resistance that has been seen in those cities, 

along with Standing Rock, can be a useful way for people unfamiliar with the Calais Jungle to 

imagine some aspects of it. Using these comparisons we would like to highlight not only the 

similar ways in which rioters organize themselves in these different places, but also how the 

state responds and attempts to delegitimise such action (Frantzen, this volume). We focus on 

the similarities in the conditions from which these moments erupt, and on the tactics that 

groups use within them, to emphasise the broad applicability of these actions rather than their 

exceptionalism. The hope is to inspire the imaginations of people in other places with their own
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specific struggles and oppressions, and to help them find one another.

The state response and police violence 

In Calais, as across Europe and the US, the cops are abhorrent and shameless. There are reports

going back for years detailing the frequency and sadistic pleasure with which the police go 

about harassing and abusing people in Calais (Bulman, 2016). The police act with near 

impunity, knowing there is often no legal recourse for those whom they have abused. Only very

rarely is there enough evidence for the authorities to take seriously the accounts of those who 

come into contact with the police in Calais, and haul one or two cops before a judge. In these 

cases the media dismisses these cops as 'bad apples', while the police union demands that those 

accused be pitied as 'their job is very difficult and they are overworked' (CMS, 2011 & 2015f). 

The brutal police violence in Calais is not exceptional, but is systematic and based on the 

policies of deterrence which are dictated by politicians. Over the years advocacy groups have 

tried to document them and their actions, but it is an impossible task (Human Rights Watch, 

2015 & 2017). The violence of the border and the violence executed by the police in Calais is 

gratuitous and without recourse. 

While in the US the killings are mostly murders, with police clearly gunning down 

people in the streets, often in front of witnesses, in Calais the police are usually one step 

removed from the deaths that they cause. The cops use the infrastructure of the border to their 

advantage, chasing people across train tracks and charging at groups next to a highway, forcing 

them onto the road and into traffic. People have to scale fences and jump or fall off on the other

side to avoid being set upon, beaten, tear-gassed, and arrested by the police. Police 

kidnappings, even beyond those legally sanctioned through the process of 'arrest', are frequent 

and there are continuous stories of people being driven many kilometres away from the city 

and then abandoned on the side of the road. There are also reports of what is effectively torture,

with cops driving people away from the Jungle, stealing their shoes and forcing them to walk 

back barefoot in the middle of winter (AFP, 2017). These stories only represent a fraction of the

violence inflicted on people on the move in Calais on a day-to-day basis.

In Calais and urban centres in the US there is a similar type of territorial control which 

enforces the segregation of the city (King, 2016; Rygiel, 2011). This goes beyond the securing 

of certain sensitive sites, like the port or train terminals, and entails the ghettoisation of entire 

communities. People in Calais are often stopped in the street and controlled based upon the 

colour of their skin or what they wear while walking around the city. During these I.D. controls
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they can often expect arrest and detention, even if the deportation process is not initiated. 

People from the Jungle are not allowed to sit in the commercial shopping centres, or charge 

phones outside of a supermarket. Constantly being moved on, the police say “you are a 

monkey, go back to the jungle; monkeys live in the jungle”. These are things which have been 

happening for many years and continue to take place today.

While in this chapter we have highlighted open conflicts and battles, these moments of 

collective refusal (as in most struggles) were the exceptions rather than the rule of everyday 

life. These moments of disruption burst through what was expected in the Jungle, taking 

advantage of possibilities that were not constantly available. In Calais, if one would take a step 

back from the images of confrontation, fire, tear gas and rubber bullets, one would see Jungle 

residents behaving in many different ways, not just in full confrontation with the police. For 

any one person trying to rip a hole in the fence, there are probably more surreptitiously making 

their way around it, taking advantage of the police's distraction to move closer to their goal. 

This statement is not intended to dismiss what is labelled as confrontation and outright 

rebellion, or to say that it is only desired and committed by a minority, but to make the obvious 

point that to focus and reduce the totality of participation to the idea of a 'riot' is in no way 

accurate (Tazzioli, 2016). This is why an understanding of collective refusal, rather than active 

participation, seems a better lens through which to identify the demonstrations of dissent 

originating in the Jungle. 

Patterns of resistance 

Just as stores are looted in Baltimore and Oakland by people unable to afford the goods they 

hold, the highways, port, and train terminals in Calais are targets for those prevented from 

continuing their journeys into the UK. Both the store and border serve to physically protect an 

accumulation of capital and prevent its equitable redistribution. In the same way that those on 

the outside of a shop window are forced to gawk at the products inside (Bauman, 2000, pp.98-

9), so the people in the Jungle watch an endless stream of cars and trucks heading to the UK 

from behind a high fence. The contradiction of Europe's relationship to human rights and its 

encouragement of the free movement of capital (but definitely not people) creates a similar 

resentment to the advertising campaigns hawking a consumer lifestyle which is, in fact, only 

available to the most wealthy. And make no mistake, as soon as people refuse to wait for a 

solution that may never come, to obey the limits placed upon them by those responsible for 

engineering their disenfranchisement, their dreams inevitably turn to thoughts on how to get a 
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fairer share. 

In these moments of collective resistance, when people refuse to remain passive and 

instead choose to demand more, the grip on what we can imagine as possible loosens. In the 

Calais Jungle, a politics of refusal is responsible for much of the autonomous action that has 

taken place. This stands in contrast to the 'self-representation' promoted by some of the more 

charity-orientated organisations in the Jungle which, despite their good intentions, skew the 

autonomy of Jungle residents rather than advance it.12 In times of 'rioting' – something that by 

definition is uncontrollable – the influence of those visitors to the Jungle, who have elevated 

themselves as spokespersons and wish to represent the will of the Jungle, disappears. At this 

time, the needs of a diverse mass of people who call the Jungle home and wish to cross to the 

UK, manifests itself in protest, direct action, and confrontation. 

Action and depoliticisation 

There are clear similarities between recent anti-police and broadly anti-capitalist 'riots' 

that have sparked up in Ferguson, Baltimore, Oakland, and the disruptive actions of Jungle 

residents. In all these places, riots have been dismissed from being considered a form of 

political action, as many would have us believe that these actions themselves have no political 

message. Furthermore, the state promotes the idea that by using disruptive tactics or 'violence' 

people out in the streets 'rioting' have forfeited their political voice and instead become an 

insurgent element which deserves to be dealt with through a military logic (Vazquez, 2014). A 

similar depoliticising rhetoric has been used in Calais when local politicians, police 

representatives or journalists discuss examples of people disrupting the traffic on the highway 

in Calais, but with a couple of notable nuances which we will get into shortly. 

Many people condemn any violence which they can see, while ignoring that which they 

cannot see. This tendency has a long history in the US, dating back to the slave uprisings and 

their repression, but there are some examples from modern history which stand out, such as the 

'Rodney King' riots in Los Angeles in the early 1990s. By talking about a 'riot' politicians and 

12 Those individuals or groups that attempted to represent the desires of the Jungle have a tendency to place their 
views and opinions above all others, and are quick to speak to the press and portray the needs of the Jungle in 
terms of shoes and blankets, rather than the opening of borders. There was also an attempt made by some of 
these groups to establish a Jungle council as a form of representative democracy inside the Jungle. For this 
project they gathered a few of the Jungle's bigger personalities together to be 'representatives of their 
community' which for the purposes of this forum was simply people considered to be from the same nation-
state. While proclaiming itself to be open and democratic, this process actually reproduced the identical set of 
divisions used by the state to divide people from one another in the Jungle (Rigby & Schlembach, 2013), not to
mention that such a shambolic governmental organ only served to mediate and facilitate the French state's 
interventions into Jungle life. 
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the media focus attention on the physical violence that demonstrators use, rather than the 

structural causes to which riots are a response. To call something a riot, in a sense, already 

depoliticises it (Nyers, 2006, pp.118-121; Tilly, 2003, p.18). However, nothing could be further

from the truth. Rioting, in addition to serving as a practical means for different people and 

groups to find one another, develop solidarity, and practise working together (Apoifis, 2016; 

Gelderloos, 2015; Gordon, 2007; Puv Love, this volume; Robinson, this volume), is of course 

the natural outcome not only of conditions of enforced oppression, but most importantly of the 

decision of people to resist it, to not take it anymore, and to fight back. It is not simply 

something which occurs once a specific threshold of institutionalised violence has been 

reached, but rather, it occurs in specific moments when there is a convergence of the desire and

opportunity to actualise it. In a sense a riot is always a possibility, it just needs the right 

moment to erupt. 

Looking at Calais and how participants in its 'riots' are represented and discussed—in 

particular by the media and right-wing politicians—a  racist discourse has persisted throughout 

the years, demonising 'migrants' and considering any attempts by them to cross borders 

clandestinely as a seditious invasion worthy of military intervention. Nevertheless, in the last 

couple of years there has been a bit more of a nuanced line taken by British and French 

governments as they try to pay lip service to the 'humanitarian concerns' about the crisis they 

have created in Calais. While the criminalisation of Black communities in the US has primed 

public opinion to dismiss collective action, apart from the hallowed form of non-violent civil 

disobedience, as repulsive and deserving of the most severe punishment, 'the refugees' often 

exist in mainstream European consciousness as apparently legitimate political actors, deserving

of rights and public pity (Rosenberger & Winkler, 2014; Lenette & Cleland, 2016). However, 

in cases of contentious protest, the actors are rarely ever referred to as 'refugees'. They 

suddenly become hordes of barbaric 'migrants', scaring truck drivers and holiday-makers. To 

acknowledge that Jungle residents could organise themselves to disrupt the border 

infrastructure would be to acknowledge their political demand, that of open borders and free 

movement, as legitimate (Mezzadra, 2011). The state prefers to obscure this demand and claim 

that such actions are the result of 'outside agitators' (most often 'the No Borders') who are 

manipulating the 'victimised' refugees for their own ends and against their own best interests 

(Henry, 2015; Samuel, 2015). In doing so they try to prop up the humanitarian state as the 

protector of the excluded while they are in fact the main source of physical, mental, and 

emotional violence. 

This assertion of 'outside agitation' in Calais warrants a closer look, particularly in light 
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of its historical use in the US (D'Arcus, 2004; McCarthy & Zald, 1977). This term first 

received widespread use in the civil rights era to describe the groups of people, both white and 

Black, who travelled South to challenge the segregationist laws there. Famously, Bull Connor 

(1963), Chief of Police in Montgomery, Alabama, used the term when talking about Martin 

Luther King, Jr., in a speech denouncing his presence, and asking the President to 'let us work 

out our problem locally'. This idea that the South's segregation was a local problem which 

Black people, and above all white people, in the rest of the country had no right to challenge, 

expressed the idea that 'the majority of Blacks in the South were content under segregation and 

would not try to destroy that system without provocation' (Bowers, et al., 2010). Similar 

implications have been made in Calais by both local politicians and the police union 

spokesperson. For example, when talking about disruption at the Eurostar terminal in August 

2015, the statement was made that 'I've never seen an organised sit in. This is being 

encouraged... by extreme Left elements here to manipulate the migrants in the name of their 

ideal of imposing a country without borders or police' (Samuel, 2015).
 
They talk about 

'manipulating the migrants' as if the starting point for these actions was some theoretical 

position against the state and borders rather than the lived experienced of thousands of people, 

and of borders, violence, and the behaviour of the police.

In Calais, this accusation of 'agitation' is a response to the position one takes on borders 

and the structures of violence associated with them. While it is forgiven to say that those 

prevented from moving may call for the border to be brought down, this is apparently not a 

valid position for anyone with a valid EU or UK passport to have. White people and those 

permitted to move freely are only allowed to be involved in Calais as police officers, 

politicians, or humanitarian volunteers, and all other forms of involvement are labelled as 

'agitation', undermining the foundation of our solidarity with those on the move. This makes it 

very difficult to develop affinity on the ground, and is therefore one of the reasons why it was 

so important for us in Calais to be present in those moments of conflict with the security 

services. We want to be involved, with others, in the struggle for all to move and stay freely, 

and to live in dignity and wealth. Not as agitators, but because we believe that borders are a 

tool of the rich used to divide the people of the world from one another. 

No borders and co-conspiracy 

‘...with the violence directed at the Black body… “open ended, gratuitous, without 
reason or constraint.” Those who would risk extending solidarity across racial 
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boundaries would find themselves the recipient of exemplary violence in order to 
install fear of constant consequence for this treason. Ever after, meaningful cross-
racial affinity can only be found in moments of revolutionary violence.’ 
Emphasis in original (Shirley & Staford, 2015, p. 258)

 

In Calais, as unrest grew, the police took the presence of people who were not 'migrants'

to be a threat. Headlines like 'UK anarchists “masterminded” violent Eurotunnel raid', were 

published as a response to statements made by the right-wing police union, and blame for any 

unrest was shifted from the 'refugees' to a new target, the 'militant' or 'politicised insurgent' 

(CMS, 2015g). As the state tried to eliminate 'No Borders', activists, and volunteers from 

Calais, the French security services launched a high profile campaign to demonise the presence

of people organising autonomously in the Jungle. CMS has often been accused of inciting 

actions like riots, but the group has always refuted these claims. As people connected to the 

group, we can say that the idea that we 'organise' anyone to take action on our behalf goes 

against our underlying political motivation which is, ultimately, to undermine the need for a 

border regime through genuinely collaborative action that brings about real solidarity between 

people. For us, meaningful resistance to the border regime is based on all of us who are 

affected by that regime—either directly or indirectly—struggling together to create new ways 

of being together in ways that oppose the state, its borders, and the divisions it tries to have us 

internalise and reproduce. Our collaboration refuses to recognise state-imposed distinctions 

amongst us as only relevant to those affected by them, or as something which we are in a 

privileged position to ‘understand and solve’, but as a challenge to finding coalition in spite of 

these false distinctions, through radical solidarity across those constructed lines of difference. 

Consequently, we do not see our role as 'aid-givers' but seek to take action through 

horizontal collaboration. For us horizontal collaboration involves questioning what it means to 

make distinctions, for example, between people with varying citizenship status, taking 

seriously the fact that those directly affected by the border play an active part in the movement 

for its abolition, and working against these distinctions through our organising. In fact, 

collaboration often goes beyond this because in the struggle against state and police terror, 

which in this context largely targets people of colour, fighting back often involves taking our 

cues from those directly affected by the violence of the border. Because of this, most of the 

kinds of collaboration that we have been part of have involved refusing to allow the border 

regime to define our everyday experiences. We have lived together in numerous places with 

people on the move, and cleaning, making food, smoking sheesha or drinking coffee together 

have been the main things we have done in these spaces. In fact, for many, these have been 
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among the most meaningful experiences. These are not the kind of activities that grab 

headlines, or give us the right to speak for others, but they are the kind of relational activities 

that build meaningful friendships. 

In our context, we think the term friendship is a useful one because it describes the kind 

of relationships and coalitions of resistance we seek to build. During 'riots' with the police in 

the Jungle, we would often be with the people we knew, who we socialised and lived with. 

Even if we came there as a group, we would often form new connections with people around 

us. The violence directed towards the camp by the police was largely indiscriminate, and as 

residents of the Jungle, we were all under attack. Yet, for everyone who refused to flee the tear 

gas and rubber bullets, in these actions, we shared something. Perhaps the only thing that we 

had in common was the sense that the situation unfolding concerned us. 

Despite taking measures to blend in, many of us who had been in Calais for a long time 

still felt easily identifiable. In a situation where our participation had already become a way to 

delegitimise these moments of confrontation, many of us shared the opinion that direct 

participation entailed a big risk. We were constantly assessing our presence and the impacts it 

may have through conversations with friends and others involved. Often, and because of these 

reflections, we took on specific roles outside of direct participation that we thought were 

useful, mostly focusing on offering support by cop-watching, or acting as medics. It was up to 

us, with guidance from the people around us, to remind each other why we had chosen to be 

there during these specific times of resistance and the ways in which we could be most 

effective. 

  

Conclusion

In this chapter we have explored our impression of what some of the 'riots' in the Calais 

Jungle looked like, how they happened, and what was at stake during the period of unrest that 

stretched from the summer of 2015 to the autumn of 2016. Whilst also thinking about the 

politics of organising in Calais, as a consistent practice of solidarity not charity, we have 

expanded on a politics of refusal and resistance. This is both a refusal to be subdued by the 

forces that divide us and a resistance to the exaggerated narratives of the state and media. By 

examining the 'riots' in Calais we have chosen to carefully recount our understanding of these 

events. We have grounded our experiences within a desire that does not reduce the multitude of

perspectives which make up freedom of movement struggles to a simple or single narrative that

fits our limited perception of these actions. For us, comparison with Black liberation struggles 
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in the US provides a tool for building networks of resistance and contextualising the 'riots' in 

Calais. Connecting our experiences with events in the US means examining the similarities, 

and regarding how 'riots' and their participants are continually delegitimised and their demands 

disregarded. We have also tried to brush aside the concurrent themes of dramatisation and 

demonisation, which are part of the popular mis-characterisation of 'riots'. Finally, the most 

important thing about these moments of resistance that we experienced, and have tried to share 

glimpses of here, is the way in which new meaningful forms of being together are created 

during open confrontations with the state and against the divisions and exclusions it imposes 

upon us. Fortunately we have the time and space to reflect on these moments, and to offer them

to others as inspiration and lessons in building coalitions of resistance in other places.
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